2022 Manitoba Rope Horse Futurity Results

The 10th Annual Manitoba Rope Horse Futurity was held in Virden, MB on September 24 & 25, 2022. New this year, was a breakaway roping division and a derby for rope horses.

The NAERIC Advantage winners in the futurity were as follows:

**Head Horse (4 & 5 yr-old Futurity)**
1. **JT Rising Sensation**, Dawson Graham owned by Vaughn Ranching, bred by Tom King
2. **DHS Peppys Blueboy**, Freddie McDercher owned by Jodie Davis, bred by Shane Brown
3. **MM Smart Legend**, Shane Brown owned by Shane & Robyn Brown, bred by Bob Brickley
4. **DF Jewels N Sunfrost**, Ryan Guest owned by Ryan Guest, bred by Dean & Deb Fenty

An extra $250 will be awarded to **JT Rising Sensation** as he is a NAERIC-registered horse and placed first.

**Heel Horse (4 & 5 yr-old Futurity)**
1. **Just Enough Fire**, Justin Bridgeman owned and bred by Kevin & Julie Bridgeman

The remainder of the NAERIC horses finished out of the top ten; to qualify for the NAERIC Advantage, horses must place in the top ten.

**The Light Horse Marketing Side Pot** was awarded as follows:

**Head Horse**
1. **JT Rising Sensation** – $1,340
2. **Just Enough Fire** – $660

**Heel Horse**
1. **Just Enough Fire** – $1,340
2. **DHS Tough Dollar** – $660

**The Roping for Cash Side Pot** was awarded to the top placing horse on each side; as there were fewer than 5 entries on each side, $2,600 was split equally.

1. Heading side, **DHS Peppys Blueboy** – $1,300
2. Heeling side, **Just Enough Fire** – $1,300